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Save a Queen



First-eliminated queens from past seasons return to star in parody PSA commercials, the category on the runway is Spring Has Sprung, and singer Ava Max sits in with the judges.
Quest roles:
Ross Mathews(Self - Judge), Carson Kressley(Self - Judge), Kahmora Hall(Self - Contestant), Jaymes Mansfield(Self - Special Guest), Tempest DuJour(Self - Special Guest), Bryce Eilenberg(Self - Pit Crew), Bruno Carvalho Alcantara(Self - Pit Crew), Ava Max(Self - Judge), Bosco(Self - Contestant), Kerri Colby(Self - Contestant), Kornbread Jeté(Self - Contestant), Willow Pill(Self - Contestant), Orion Story(Self - Contestant), Daya Betty(Self - Contestant), Lady Camden(Self - Contestant), Jorgeous(Self - Contestant), Jasmine Kennedie(Self - Contestant), Maddy Morphosis(Self - Contestant), DeJa Skye(Self - Contestant), Angeria Paris VanMicheals(Self - Contestant)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
4 February 2022, 20:00
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